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The majority of pedagogic approaches to artistic practice rely upon change and difference as an agency giving value. Discursive thinking and the production of options are still the preeminent methodology of the contemporary art school. The populism of Donald Barthelme’s 1987 essay “Not Knowing” within current debates centering around approaches to post-studio or inter-medial artistic practice suggest that creative diversification is an almost unquestionable point of departure for current pedagogies. My research and artistic work over the past 15 years has been to try and chip away at the sonority of change as an approach to creativity. What is the difference between a creativity based on restriction as opposed to change? What would a pedagogy based upon extreme restriction of options look like? This paper suggests that artistic limitation can provide a basis for a more plausible account of creative endeavor within the contemporary art school. 
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Introduction

The well-observed phenomenon of privileging the creation of options and alternatives within creative work exists as an exemplar of the dominant pedagogy present within UK art schools. This approach is seen as the mainstay of UK art education and accounts for the majority of teaching with Fine Art HE institutions. This model is largely discursive, based upon, and exclusively responsive to the artwork produced by the student through self-initiated independent enquiry. The student may work relative to a medium particularity and even technique, or increasingly this premise may be entirely absent. In this instance the work at hand is directed more by the agency of ideas or the burgeoning sense of conjoining areas of practice or thought quite district from each other. In suggesting that this approach to teaching is largely the preserve of the generation of options I am outlining that this pedagogy is not strictly speaking pedagogy at all, but is rather a method clocked in mystique. I am interested as to why this approach to teaching has become the de facto position for Fine Art based subjects within the UK? What agency can this method exercise within a climate of increasing intermediality? And what can be said about its necessary, but more often than not absent companion, of working relative to a restriction.  A number of artistic practices that arose within the wake of post-medial art-making present extreme limitation as a creative value​[1]​. I am thinking here of the work of the Japanese American artist On Kawara’s ‘Date Paintings’ inaugurated in January 1966 and the work of the English artist Alan Charlton whose epigram reads “I am an artist who makes a grey painting” Both these artists share a mode of practice that has remained unchanged for more than 40 years. As a methodology this practice is curious by its absence within debates generated by the educational turn within Contemporary Art practice over the past 15 years.​[2]​ This paper is an argument for dwelling, or remaining the same, as a method within Fine Art education. In advancing this as a topic worthy of discussion I am not suggesting creative diversity has less validity, rather I am seeking to redress the balance, and I am simply more drawn to dwelling as a more cogent account of creativity within post-media fine art education. 
	What I would like to address in the paper that follows are the opportunities opened by a pedagogy relative to a practice of restriction that are hitherto opaque and clouded by one dominated by variety and change. I will introduce both artists work to a pedagogical framework. Alan Charlton and On Kawara’s work is outwardly and seemingly grounded in restricting options rather than opening them up, and in this sense is opposite to the prevalent approach to Fine Art education within the UK.  The systematization of Higher Education introduced by the 1992 Further and Higher Education act 
Inaugurated a paradigmatic shift that saw a neoliberal ideology extended across ‘new’ and existing Universities. Two entwined ramifications of this policy making was a singular approach to academic assessment, united across Europe under the qualifications framework, and spurious attempts to provide industry relevance in the form of Professional Development Planning (PDP) Coupled with this policy driven agenda UK art schools have also been working with a background of increasingly inter-mediality which has further problematized the activity of teaching post 1992. I would not wish to extoll the virtues of restriction and limitation as some kind of replacement pedagogy for one built upon neo-Heraclitian change. I think it would be intractable to present a new model. Rather I would prefer to suggest ballast to a pendulum that has to my mind not swung back from change exercising itself as a constant. 
	The most popular approach to teaching which is also reciprocated within a number of examples of artistic practice emblematic within a post media landscape is to be found exemplified within Donald Barthelmes 1987 essay ‘Not-Knowing’ I have both knowingly and not knowingly subscribed to this famous approach to creative practice in which he states ‘ without the scanning process engendered by not-knowing, without the possibility of having the mind move in unanticipated directions, there would be no invention” (Bartelmes, 2008) I can certainly recall a number of instances within my own education both within art school, and since graduating, in which this maxim was applicable and, when retrospectively applied, could be viewed as a guiding principle. I would always state that this kind of knowledge is applied after the fact rather than being upfront and prescient within a working process. This is not a logical and intelligent series of events but rather exists as a working method that works ‘in despite’ of whatever intelligence an individual may have. The first instance that I recollect relates to my first year as an Undergraduate at Chelsea College of Art and Design, London, in 1993. I was a student within the Painting programme and like most courses then, and now, students were expected to work with an amazing degree of independence from the beginning. No projects were outlined simply a structure to operate within, so students were allocated a workspace and a tutor. I had decided that rather than experience the anxiety inducing neurosis of essentially ‘not knowing’ what to do I would arrive with a plan of work at hand. My project (although it lacked the agency of a set plan of action) was to make maps of where puddles were in London. Following a consistent Avant-Garde trope puddles appealed to me as they were overlooked, to me they existed outside of the artistic conversation, they were the lowest points, and they were ubiquitous. My efforts to avoid ‘not knowing’ were problematized by the lack of rain in London in mid September, early October. I resolved to make the first of what were to be many ‘unanticipated’ deviations. The following points organized numerically were the steps taken in this particularly artistic process. 

Origins of thread on and through paper (1994)
1. I decided to refill puddles using tap water. This was the initial agency and point of the project. It hadn’t rained and so the next thought was to replicate the conditions, which I had hoped to encounter. I don’t think I ever considered this to be a kind of viable artistic activity but rather a means to access on some level the preconditions of the work I hoped to make. 

2. Following this first deviation I then decided to make drawings or perhaps more appropriately named, ‘diagrams’ of what happened in the moments immediately following the pouring of the water to form the puddle. For example I was interested in what way the water moved, how it found its level, what the weather was like, the placement of the sun, what else was occurring around my location etc. Similar in some respects to point one this was another attempt at information gathering.

3. The information contained within these drawings although of interest to me, still fell short of what I thought art might be. The drawings were schematic, quickly achieved, had little thought for their visual-ness, and were in my mind essentially supplementary to the activity I was pursuing. However what was beginning to occur was a series of points of negation about what I wanted to look at and work through. This hadn’t remained a thought about task but had become a process of actualization. In acting something out I had generated some definite positions about my thoughts and perspectives. A crucial position I now took relative to these ‘drawings’ was that art concerned time. It embodied time in some way, it needn’t take an inordinate time but time, and how one spent time had to be central to the activity. 

4. With this now at the forefront of my mind another further deviation came about where upon I decided to stitch the drawings into paper to affectively make perfect facsimiles. A wooden stretcher was constructed; paper was stretched over it (to allow ease of manipulation of the paper/page without damaging and to belie its hand made origins) and a copy of the drawing and hand written text was produced but stitched into paper.

5. At this point and looking at this representation of a quick drawing made slowly, I realized that what I was now concerned with was the ontology of drawing. I was interested in the difference between speed and slowness in drawing, how something can look like a drawn line, how something can look complete and unfinished. I resolved to focus purely upon the idea of the stitched line, outside of any notion of representation.

6. At this point the work had become dropping thread onto the photocopier and then stitching this ‘shape’ into paper. In my thinking I had made something that looked like itself. These drawings didn’t have a relationship to other things but were inward and looked like themselves.

These 6 points articulate a process that lasted a period of about 4 months, and although the initial project required rain and puddles to exist, this aspect had long since been forgotten about or derailed by the onward process of not knowing. It had in fact rained after about 1 month but the investigative process of wondering what may happen next was pulling me in quite a different direction. In recounting this sequence of events in no matter what kind of orderly fashion I am reminded how contingent creativity is upon following the appropriate road. My concern for a practice validated upon change within post-media is that left to its own devices it can very quickly become very unhealthily entropic. For Thierry de Duve ‘ the result is that for students who haven’t had time to construct and artistic culture of any kind are being tutored in the deconstructive suspicion of our time’ (De Duve, 1993) 
	The process I retell is approaching 20 years old and I do remember it very clearly, as in some respects for me it defined a particular approach to creativity, which I have encountered, and wanted to encounter again. RG Collingwood (Collingwood, 1938) would articulate that art always works towards an unknown end and this equally finds common ground with Mexican artist Gabriel Orozco who in talking about ‘Empty shoebox’ (1993) stated ‘I had been doing some tests, something’s with plasticineI used to store them in shoeboxes. So I am storing these experiment’s and at some point I started to enjoy the shoeboxes more than the experiments’ (Tate, 2011) The surprise extolled by not-knowing as an artistic process is an outward and visual relation and it is why it can only offer a partial account of any training within creative work. It’s a half story and it is here that my skepticism and contention of this wide spread approach to studio teaching resides. I find artists who have maintained a fixed artistic working method like On Kawara, Alan Charlton, compelling for contemporary art educational thought as they present a counter point to a much vaunted raison d'etre clearly established in UNESCOs Learning to be (UNESCO, 1972), which incidentally is still traceable within current UK approaches to qualitative assessment and processes, that education should be responsive and future proof students. Its ‘four pillars of learning’ are 

	Learning to know: to provide the cognitive tools required to better 	comprehend the world and its complexities, and to provide an 	appropriate and adequate foundation for future learning. 
Learning to do: to provide the skills that would enable individuals to effectively participate in the global economy and society. 
Learning to be: to provide self analytical and social skills to enable individuals to develop to their fullest potential psycho-socially, affectively as well as physically, for a all-round ‘complete person. 
Learning to live together: to expose individuals to the values implicit within human rights, democratic principles, intercultural understanding and respect and peace at all levels of society and human relationships to enable individuals and societies to live in peace and harmony.


One of the faces of this attitude is clearest within approaches to professionalising curricula relevant to the commercial practices of contemporary art. 
	In committing to only make grey paintings from the early 1970s onwards Alan Charlton provides a pragmatic and demonstrable reversal of the endemic problem of mercantile pedagogy demonstrated in assessed ‘professional practice’ modules, and compounded by institutional flag waving for its mobile alumni.  Each painting is constructed using consistent elements; the stretchers are built using standard size wood readily available from builders merchants, the canvas stretched using the same process across each painting irrespective of size, and all paintings are grey. The ‘visual’ difference that occurs across the work from exhibition to exhibition is in how the outward structure of the work is organised. Channel Painting No.6 from 1974 is a grey, almost square painting, measuring 2220 x 1990 mm. Its ‘channel’ present within the painting forming an effective frame around the enclosed smaller internal almost square painting. The ‘frame’ the ‘channel’ and the ‘central almost square painting’ are interlocked and interwoven and exist through a tension of interdependency through the generative affect of the dimensions of the stretcher bars. Painting in two vertical parts (2005) has an overall dimension of 131 x 121.5 cm. The painting is a singular work ‘bisected’ by a channel 5cm across which is equal to the depth of the painting. Although monochrome Charlton is explicit that he is not a painter within a tradition of monochrome painting and he states ‘to see these paintings as abstract is to miss the point’ it is a practice seemingly unresponsive to outward events and a painting from 1974 could very easily be mistaken as a painting from 2005. For Susan Stewart to elicit repetition of this nature is to forgo the ‘ongoiness of the real world’ (Stewart, 1993, pg.20) and as such I suggest provides a valuable model against education too overly based upon instrumentalist pedagogy’s, which champion and promote the knowledge economy.
	In his 1993 lecture at University College London titled ‘Monochrome and photojournalism in On Kawara’s Today Paintings’ Canadian photographer Jeff Wall stated that these ‘date’ paintings stand for another day when a monochrome is not going to be made. Beginning on January 4th 1966 these works vary in scale, are predominantly black in ground, although sometimes blue and on occasion red, with the date on which the painting was made in plain white sans serif in the centre. Dependant upon the location of production the format of the date alters and follows the syntax of the country in which it was made. All the paintings are made on the date that is inscribed upon the canvas. Of the approaches that I mention which present a notion of dwelling relative to change the ‘Today’ paintings seem the most resolute in the longevity of their project. I think they confound contemporary studio art instruction because they short circuit the overtly visual and descriptive reliance upon demonstrable ends presented elicited through the en vogue for ‘accountable pedagogy’ through learning outcomes. For Deleuze repetition ‘changes nothing in the object repeated, but does change something in the mind which contemplates it’ (Deleuze, 1968, pg.90) A ritualistic artistic practice of this nature simply does not stack up against an iterative and constructive system presented and governed by learning outcomes. Art depicts solipsism whilst the function of an overtly utilitarian framework such as learning outcomes is to demonstrate and impart knowledge. As Frank Furedi states ‘Creativity cannot be foretold and students often develop their insight in ways that cannot be communicated to a predetermined formula’ (Furedi, 2012,) I would further add that within a teaching situation that is predominantly discursive ‘teaching’ has not taken place unless the teacher has learned as well. Education, like art, is not a one-way street but a dialogue governed by reciprocal exchange. For Joseph Kosuth ‘Art is the teaching of art’ and any pedagogy that follows a didactic and presents a closed and already formed description is developed from a truncated view of art and a equally limited view of society (Kosuth 1993, pg.256)

Conclusion

The objective of this paper has been to illuminate the pervasive approach to contemporary art education within the UK through introducing the ‘square peg’ of self-restriction to the ‘round hole’ of artistic freedom. Unchallenged in its ubiquity the privileging of different options is preeminent and obscures less demonstrative, process orientated, rather than end-orientated views encapsulated in the unflattering nomenclature of ‘outputs’ Evidenced based systems encounter very real problems when trying to account for ideas which are non visual and one of my deep worries is that UK Fine Art teaching is ill equipped. I think it would be quite incorrect to suggest that the work of a visual artist always has to take place on the visual plane. In advocating diversity of engagement, in-part a response to increasing inter-mediality, there is paradoxically less direct material engagement. The coda that this paper advocates and advances is that a less monocular approach is required than is currently in evidence. It would be more compelling to think of how attributes shift; strengths become weaknesses, and weaknesses become strengths. Scissors, paper, stones.
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^1	  There are of course many others whose work would seem to follow this ‘single road’ to paraphrase Alistair Rider & Thomas A Clark blog based upon Piet Mondrians quote ‘True art like true life takes a single road’ http://thesingleroad.blogspot.co.uk/
^2	  Peter Kardia’s ‘Locked Room’ experiments at St. Martins School of Art, London in the spring of 1969 is an exception to this. There have been a number of references to Kardia’s A-course in recent years, perhaps most notably ‘The A Course: An Inquiry’ 26th/27th March 2010 Central Saint Martins college of Art & Design. The Locked Room’ remains a useful historical experiment. Alongside this James Elkins makes short reference to the problem of  ‘work in a single style’ on pg. 75 of Why Art Cannot be Taught (2001) University of Illinois.  
